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Introduction:  Seismic signals on Mars are ex-
pected from meteorite impacts [e.g., 1], lithospheric 
stresses, and ongoing mantle convection [e.g., 2, 3]. We 
propose another mechanism to create marsquakes that is 
analogous to induced seismicity on Earth and will be 
tidally modulated. 

Mars may host regional or global aquifers contain-
ing liquid water confined below a cryosphere [4]. As 
Mars cools, this cryosphere thickens. If the pore space 
underneath the cryosphere is saturated with liquid wa-
ter, the volume expansion from freezing will pressurize 
the remaining liquid [5]. We also compute the modula-
tion of that pressure from solar and barometric tides. We 
then use this pressure evolution and tidal stresses to pre-
dict the tidal modulation of aquifer-induced seismicity 
using a rate-and-state friction model.  

 
Long term pressurization:  To compute the secular 

pressurization rate of water in aquifers, we use an esti-
mate of the present mean heat flow of 25 mW/m2 and 
the cooling rate from numerical thermal evolution mod-
els that account for cooling, declining heat production, 
and mantle convection [6]. With an average surface 
temperature of 220 K and thermal conductivity of 2 
W/mK, the thickening rate of the cryosphere is 
~2.5 × 10'()  m/s. 

We let porosity decrease exponentially with respect 
to depth from a surface value of 40% and e-folding 
depth of 3 km [4,5]. The freezing rate from the 9% ex-
pansion of water as it freezes then leads to an equivalent 
increment of fluid content *+

*,
= 7.4 × 10'(0	s'( in the 

remaining aquifer.  
The change in pore pressure p is computed from a 

linear poroelastic model 
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where 𝜖 is the volumetric strain, and the poroelastic con-
stants undrained bulk modulus (Ku), Skempton’s coeffi-
cient (B) and Biot-Willis coefficient (𝛼) are those re-
ported for Hanford basalt [7]. There is much uncertainty 
in these parameters.  

We can estimate an upper bound for seismic energy 
release from only the secular cryosphere cooling by as-
suming that all the strain energy from freezing is re-
leased as seismic moment. Over one Martian day this 
amounts to 1.2 × 10() Nm, equivalent to a magnitude 
3.3 marsquake. This is a rate of moment release within 

about two orders of magnitude of that hypothesized 
from other sources [reviewed in 3]. 

 
Tidal stresses and aquifer pore pressure: We 

compute the evolution of the diurnal and semi-diurnal 
tidal strains from the tidal potential [8] assuming love 
number h2 =0.29 and l2=0 as well as thermally induced 
diurnal barometric loading. Thus, the induced pore pres-
sure (𝑝?) from the strains and barometric loading is 

𝑝? = −𝐾8𝐵𝜖 + 𝐵𝜎A 
where 𝜖 is the volumetric strain from the solar tide and 
𝜎A is the volumetric stress responding to the diurnal bar-
ometric loading (calculated by fitting the measured bar-
ometric pressure with a cosine function). In addition to 
pore pressure, tidal potential can also induce shear strain 
and thus shear stress on Mars. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Time series of pore pressuring rate due to 
the combined effect of tidal and barometric loading. (b) 
Time series of shear stressing rate at the InSight landing 
site in response to the diurnal and semi-diurnal solid 
tides. We assume a shear modulus of 20 GPa. 
 
The magnitudes of the tidal stresses and pore pressures 
are small (tens of Pa). However, the stressing rate is sev-
eral orders of magnitude larger than the secular rate of 
pressurization from freezing aquifers. If the shallow 
crust is critically stressed by the long-term thermal con-
traction [9], mantle convection [6] and freezing of the 
aquifer, then faults near failure may be ubiquitous and 
the tidal stresses and pore pressures may trigger earth-
quakes on critically-stressed faults. The relatively large 
magnitude of tidal forcing may control the timing of 
seismicity.  
 
 Prediction of Seismicity on Mars: Tides trigger deep 
moonquakes [e.g. 10,11]. Tidal modulation of seismic-
ity has also been documented on Earth at all types of 
plate boundaries, including mid-ocean ridges [12], 
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along transform boundaries [13] and in non-volcanic 
tremor in subduction zones [14].  Thus it is not unrea-
sonable to expect marsquakes triggered by tides. Fur-
thermore, since Mars’ orbit has large eccentricity that 
causes the gravitational attraction of the Sun to change 
by a factor of 1.74 per orbit, we expect a further signif-
icant modulation of marsquakes  throughout the year.      

To predict seismic activity on Mars, we use the la-
boratory-derived rate-and-state earthquake nucleation 
model [15]. This model simulates the temporal evolu-
tion of seismicity rate due to imparted shear stressing 
rate and assumes that fault systems are critically 
stressed. A simplified version of the nucleation model 
[16] relates the history of relative seismicity rate R (seis-
micity rate relative to background seismicity rate) to the 
history of shear stressing rate �̇�:  

𝑑𝑅
𝑑𝑡 =

𝑅
𝑡E
(
�̇�
�̇�G
− 𝑅) 

where �̇�G is the background stressing rate constrained 
from Mars secular cryosphere cooling which is the 
lower bound and may be as much be two orders of mag-
nitudes larger [2,3]; 𝑡E =

HIJ
K̇J

 is the characteristic relax-
ation time; A is a constitutive parameter in the rate-and-
state friction law [14]; 𝜎G is the background effective 
normal stress that depends on the absolute crust pore 
fluid pressure; the shear stressing rate �̇� is calculated 
from the superposition of tidal and barometric loading 
induced pore pressure history 𝑝? (Fig. 1a) and tidal 
shear stress history  (Fig. 1b). 

Using the stressing history of pore pressure and 
shear stress (Fig. 1), we can predict the temporal evolu-
tion of seismicity rate on Mars (Fig. 2). The predicted 
seismicity rate due to tidal and barometric effects de-
pends on both background stressing rate and back-
ground effective normal stress. If the background nor-
mal stress is high, the fault system would be relatively 
stable to small stress fluctuations even if the fault sys-
tem is critically stressed, making marsquakes hard to 
nucleate (Fig. 2 top). However, if the crust pore fluid 
pressure is close to lithostatic pressure (the effective 
normal stress would be small), the fault system is sensi-
tive to small stress fluctuations and the relative seismic-
ity rate can be up to 100 (Fig. 2 bottom). This increase 
of marsquake number can elevate marsquake magnitude 
by 2 orders following the Gutenberg-Richter earthquake 
magnitude-frequency relationship. 

 
Conclusions and significance: InSight will test our 
model. Documenting (or not)  tidally-induced seismic-
ity would provide evidence of water-filled confined aq-
uifers and that pore pressure is high and  the state of 
stress is close to failure (or not) – with implications for 
processes that can deliver of water to the Martian sur-
face [5]. From the magnitude and timing of induced 

seismicity we may be able to constrain properties of aq-
uifers (volume of water) and poroelastic properties. 
 

 
Figure 2. The simulated time series of relative seismic-
ity rate R due to imparted shear stressing and pore pres-
suring rates assuming 𝐴=0.003 for different scenarios 
of background effective normal stress 𝜎G and back-
ground stressing rate �̇�G. 𝜎G can be as large as lithos-
tatic-hydrostatic, ~ 5 MPa and as small as close to 0 
MPa. We set the lower value of 𝜎G by picking a lower 
bound (0.1% of largest 𝜎G).  
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